Finding Bellagio Center once in Bellagio

Bear in mind you have to walk uphill – the Villa is around 250 meters higher than the waterfront.

Taxis are available at the waterfront; the ride to the Center is short and costs € 10.00

The Center, also known as the “Foundation” or the “Villa Serbelloni”, is not to be confused with the “Grand Hotel Villa Serbelloni” which is a hotel in town.

From Ferry boat pier: [Red route – nr. 2 on the map]
- just as you enter Bellagio, you are forced to turn right into what seems like a parking lot
- immediately ahead is a one-way road that goes through stone gates and up the hill
- there are lots of signs as you start up hill saying “Como, Milan, Lecco” and hotel signs
- go up that road which does a couple of switch backs
- when you get to the top you can go left or right: go left
- this is a limited traffic area, therefore be sure to provide your license plate to the Bellagio Conference Coordinator in advance of your arrival, to avoid getting a fine from the Municipality.
- very soon (like less than 1 block) you will see what looks like a paved turn out area on your right: turn sharp right into this
- looking to the right you will see gates into a gravel road up hill: this is our main entrance
- have you or taxi driver go to the intercom and call to get the staff to open the gates
- once you get in the gates close automatically
- then follow the signs up the hill to your destination building: Frati, Maranese, Villa, or Sfondrata.

From Hydrofoil pier: [Blue route – nr. 4 on the map]
- facing the hotel DuLac start walking right
- pass under the little arc next to Hotel Metropole
- take the first step (Salita Serbelloni) on the left
- on top of step walk right for about 50 meters
- find a little half circle area on your left
- go to the intercom and call to get the staff to open the gates:
- once you get in the gates close automatically
- then follow the signs up the hill to your destination building: Frati, Maranese, Villa, or Sfondrata.